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Ganesh Himal Home Stay Trekking offers real living village life of Nepal such a highland Himalaya
to lowland.  Ganesh Himal Pangsang Pass trekking which provides a special chance to get rewarded
by cultural, biological as well as geographical diversity. Overall, Ganesh Himal Pangsang Pass
trekking will let you walk around Tamang village full of unique culture and tradition, and let you
pass all the way through striking spring, lakes, high passes, incredible valley, sloppy and rocky
hillsides and series of peaks, which will be one of the remarkable experiences of your life. 

Ganesh Himal deriving its name from Hindu god of fortune- Lord Ganesh is believed to be Holy
Mountain. Ganesh Himal region is set to close by Kathmandu, the capital city and is located linking
four districts- Dhading, Rasuwa, Nuwakot, and Gorkha.  Along with stunning views of Ganesh Himal,
you will get to observe Manaslu Himal as well Langtang Himalayan range.  Additionally, you will
observe rich culture of the Tamang inhabitants and also get a distinct opportunity to walk around
Buddhist shrines like chorten, monastery, stupa and more. 

One of the major highlights of the trek is passing Pangsang Pass lying at an altitude of 3850m. To
traverse Pangsang Pass, we will walk all the way on a hilltop close to Singla Pass (4050m). Pangsang
Pass is considered as one of the easiest peaks passes to traverse and certainly, you will get to the lap
of Ganesh Himal. The area holds the best roughly 270 degrees peak views of Langtang ranges, Mt.
Manaslu ranges, Ganesh Himal ranges as well as a touch of Annapurna Himalayan ranges. You will
also pass Mojyat Kharka where shepherd keeps their livestock like goats, cows, sheep, and buffalo
especially during spring and monsoon. Along with high mountain passes, you will also pass through
glaciers, attractive settlement of a range of ethnic groups and lush woods full of exceptional birds,
wild lives and different species of flowers.

 

 

Trip Facts
Trip Duration: 14 days●

Trek Duration: 10●

Primary Activity: Trekking●

Secondary Activity: Cultural●

Max. Group Size: 16●

Min. Group Size: 01●

Starts Point: Kathmandu●

Ends Point: Kathmandu●

Trip Grade: Medium hard●

Max. Height: 3842m●

Accommodation: Home Stay/tented●

Season: Mar - May, Oct - Dec●
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